
Solutions for Denim production



Are you ready to take your Denim 
production to the next level?

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT DENIM SALES DENIM PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT CUTTING ROOM

MorganTecnica presents the solutions to digitize and 
make your production even more efficient: from 
models' creation to the cutting room



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
AND SALES



is MorganTecnica’s
virtual garment fitting

You can use 3Dress to reduce costs by saving 
fabric and other raw materials for prototyping, 
minimize logistic costs of shipping physical 
samples, lead time cut down and increase the 
number of creative proposals. 

CLICK TO ENJOY 3DRESS VIDEO 
OR USE YOUR QR CODE READER

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

https://youtu.be/bN8GoAeD2ns


Reduce time to market and 
increase your e-commerce 
sales with 

By using 3Dress you can curb costs for photo 
shooting and make your process much more 
sustainable.
Develop the product and sell it online before you 
produce it!

DENIM SALES



CUTTING ROOM MANAGEMENT
AND PRODUCTION



DENIM PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Optimize the production of the 
cutting room with focus on 
fabric consumption reduction 
and production speed increase 

Mastermind is the specific software for the management of 
all the production aspects related to the cutting room. By
integrating information from CAD, orders, warehouse and 
the cutting room, Mastermind transforms data into clear 
and immediate information to facilitate the decision-making 
process.



Mastermind has 9 different 
modules that integrated guarantee 
a smart production planning.

This today’s must-have solution increases the productive efficiency 
on the cutting line by saving fabric, reducing errors and delays, 
saving energy, optimizing orders and giving you more control over 
costs. As a result, production delivery time is reduced.
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DENIM PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
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CUTTING ROOM

LOADER SPREADER TABLE LABELER AUTOMATIC CUTTER

Complete solution for an efficient 
and elegant cutting room. Integrated 
with Mastermind your productivity 
will be as high as possible.



CUTTING ROOM

Better decisions and greater 
control over the cutting room.

Due to digital technology, the information provided by the 
machines in the cutting room can be followed in real time on 
a cell phone or tablet, increasing control over processes and 
speeding up the decision making.



CUTTING ROOM

Next2 Delta 70 Denim
The ultimate solution for Denim cutting

▪ Zero buffer cutting
▪ Continuous cutting
▪ Very low decibel emission
▪ New sensors for auto-diagnosis
▪ New data center system for real-time 

monitoring of data and consumption

NEW PC STATION, MORE COMFORTABLE AND PRACTICAL



CLICK TO ENJOY NEXT2 DELTA 70
VIDEO OR USE YOUR QR CODE READER

https://youtu.be/OCBt_C4DUqk


Experience 
it live on 

Denim 
Show



https://www.morgantecnica.com/

